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When most people think of Nintendo®, video games like Super
Mario Bros.™ and The Legend of Zelda™ might come to mind.
But what they may not realize is that Nintendo has been
creating games for more than 130 years. The company began
in 1889 by selling playing cards and today is one of the most
successful video game companies of all time. So how did a small
playing card company become a world-famous game console
manufacturer and pave the way for other game makers? Its
leaders recognized the changes in the world around them, and
they looked for new ways to provide entertaining game play.
In its early days, Nintendo was known as the Marafuku Company.
The Japanese company’s playing cards were fun and almost
anyone could afford them. Over time, their popularity grew. But
in the 1950s, there was a shortage of good playing card paper.
The company, which by now was called Nintendo, realized it
needed to find a solution, so its leaders developed a way to make
plastic playing cards. It took some work to figure out how to print
and coat the cards, but eventually they solved the problem. In
1959, Nintendo made a deal with the Walt Disney Company to
sell cards with Disney cartoon characters. This decision brought
Nintendo its greatest success yet. But the company knew it
needed to find new ways to reach people. During the 1960s,
Nintendo began selling board games and developing electronic
games.
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At the time, very few electronic games existed, and Nintendo
wanted to join this new market. In 1970, the company launched
its first electronic game, Beam Guy, in Japan, eventually selling
the game in the United States.
Over the next decade, Nintendo worked on making video game consoles.
Its first consoles were similar to others already on the market. However,
Nintendo’s engineers worked hard to develop something innovative. In
1983, the company released the Nintendo Entertainment System (NES)
which offered two player controllers and a built-in microphone. Players
found the new technology and colorful games exciting and fun, leading
to it becoming the best-selling console of the decade. Nintendo also
launched the handheld Gameboy for those who wanted to play games on
the go. By this time, the Nintendo name had come to symbolize gaming.

The 1990s and 2000s brought many changes to
gaming technology and Nintendo worked to remain on
the forefront of the industry.
Innovations such as the company’s popular Wii console tracked players’
movements and offered fun sports and fitness gaming. Later, Nintendo
released portable and 3D gaming consoles. Nintendo faced new
challenges as smartphone apps rose in popularity. Its first smartphone
game struggled to succeed, but the company’s newest mobile games
have grown very popular. Meanwhile, Nintendo continues to release
gaming consoles offering exciting, surprising features and entertaining
games. For Nintendo, the future offers an opportunity to create more fun.
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Explore the Trait

Adapt – I adjust my actions and strategies to accomplish tasks.

How has Nintendo applied the adapt trait to remain successful for over 130 years?

In 1959, Nintendo began selling Disney cartoon character cards.
Choose a movie character that exhibits the adapt trait. Design
a cartoon character card to represent the character. Explain
how the character exhibits the adapt trait.
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When you adapt, you adjust your actions
and strategies to accomplish a task.

Apply the Trait

Task

Action/Strategy

Pro

Con

Action/Strategy

Complete the graphic organizer by recording
a task, three actions/strategies that could be
used to accomplish the task, and the pros and
cons of each action/strategy. Analyze your
responses and star the action/strategy you feel
is the best solution. Be prepared to share and
justify your response.

Pro

Con

Action/Strategy

Pro

Con
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Check My Thinking
Read each scenario.
Describe an action or strategy that might be used to adapt to each scenario.
Scenario
After school, Eliza and her brother Milo are playing
a video game. Milo laughs because Eliza cannot
pass level 3. Eliza gets mad and quits. What might
Eliza do instead of quitting?
Carlos is right-handed. One afternoon during
football practice, he breaks his right hand. How
might Carlos adjust his strategies in order to
complete his homework assignments?
Each morning, Jada’s dad assigns chores he
expects her to complete when she gets home
from school. Almost every day, Jada forgets at
least one of her chores. Provide some strategies
Jada might use to help her remember all the
chores she has been assigned.
The list of science vocabulary terms for this
week’s unit are difficult for Nathan to understand
and remember. What strategies might Nathan try
to help him pass his vocabulary test on Friday?
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Adapt – I adjust my actions and strategies
to accomplish tasks.
Think about what you have learned about the critical
thinking trait adapt.

Self–Assessment | Adapt

Read the sentences. Circle your answer.

Provide evidence to support your assessment.

I adapt when
I should.

Goal Setting | Adapt

Sometimes I adapt, but
sometimes I need help.

I never
adapt.

Think about the adapt trait. Write a goal for personal growth in the adapt
trait. Then, complete the organizer.

Adapt Goal:
What do I need to do to reach this goal?


What help might I need? Why?




How long will it take to reach my goal?

Why do I want to achieve this goal?

Adapt | Nintendo: Making Games for the Times
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Adapt — I adjust my actions and strategies to accomplish tasks.
Critical Thinking Trait Adapt Engagement Indicators
● Students approach a problem in more than one way.

● Students examine options and alternatives to find solutions to a problem.
● Students consider multiple ways to resolve a situation.

Prompts to Develop the Adapt Trait

● Do you voluntarily adjust your strategies to accomplish a task?
● What evidence supports your thinking?
● Do you recognize that there are multiple ways to solve a problem?
● What other way might you choose to ___?

Mind Shifts for a
Critical Thinking Classroom

● A critical thinking culture engages

students in thinking deeply about their
learning.

• The teacher is the facilitator of learning rather
than the dispenser of information.

• Students focus on learning rather than on task
completion.

● Classroom expectations move beyond behavior and focus on

● Are you willing to use different ways to find a solution?

well-defined learning and thinking outcomes.

● Do you try to see a situation from other points of view?
● How do you show appreciation for different perspectives?
● How do you strive for excellence and high-quality work?
● Do you rethink your plan when barriers prevent a solution?
● Do you change the way you learn when faced with difficulty?
● How do you practice flexible thinking?

• The teacher models and provides examples of expectations for students.
• Students use success criteria identified on checklists, rubrics, or other means
to willingly practice flexibility in thinking and learning.

● A critical thinking classroom embraces change. Change can be practiced through

employing classroom activities that focus on adapting to new situations, improvising,
and shifting strategies to address different types of challenges.

Strategies to Facilitate the Adapt Trait

• The teacher thinks aloud and models how one’s mind might change when additional

situation that has no right or wrong answer.

• Students engage in learning experiences that require flexibility of thought as multiple

● Encourage multiple responses for a question or an activity by presenting a
● Have students generate a variety of problem-solving strategies for a given situation.
● Guide students to view and solve a problem from new or different perspectives.

information, new data, or contradictory reasons are encountered.

viewpoints are presented and as students draw conclusions and arrive
at decisions.

● Design activities or scenarios that require students to practice flexibility and shift

or change their thinking.

Adapt Trait Reflective Review

Circle the rating that best describes students’ abilities to apply the critical thinking
trait adapt.

What additional opportunities might I provide to students who consistently exhibit the critical
thinking trait adapt during learning? _________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

5–Students apply the adapt trait consistently.

_____________________________________________________________________

1–Students struggle to apply the adapt trait.

How might I foster additional opportunities for students who struggle to adapt during
learning? _____________________________________________________________

5

4

3

2

1

_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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Nintendo: Making Games for the Times Student Activity Book pages 4–5
Before Reading: Use these questions to set a purpose for reading.
● What Nintendo games can you name?
● Which Nintendo game is your favorite?
● Why is it your favorite Nintendo game?
● What strategies did you use to improve your performance while playing the game?
● How many years do you think Nintendo has been making games?

Text
When most people think of Nintendo®, video games like Super Mario Bros.™ and The
Legend of Zelda™ might come to mind. But what they may not realize is that Nintendo
has been creating games for more than 130 years. The company began in 1889 by
selling playing cards and today is one of the most successful video game companies
of all time. So how did a small playing card company become a world-famous game
console manufacturer and pave the way for other game makers? Its leaders recognized
the changes in the world around them, and they looked for new ways to provide
entertaining game play.
In its early days, Nintendo was known as the Marafuku Company. The Japanese
company’s playing cards were fun and almost anyone could afford them. Over time, their
popularity grew. But in the 1950s, there was a shortage of good playing card paper. The
company, which by now was called Nintendo, realized it needed to find a solution, so its
leaders developed a way to make plastic playing cards. It took some work to figure out
how to print and coat the cards, but eventually they solved the problem. In 1959, Nintendo
made a deal with the Walt Disney Company to sell cards with Disney cartoon characters.
This decision brought Nintendo its greatest success yet. But the company knew it needed
to find new ways to reach people. During the 1960s, Nintendo began selling board games
and developing electronic games.
At the time, very few electronic games existed, and Nintendo wanted to join this new
market. In 1970, the company launched its first electronic game, Beam Guy, in Japan,
eventually selling the game in the United States.
Over the next decade, Nintendo worked on making video game consoles. Its first
consoles were similar to others already on the market. However, Nintendo’s engineers
worked hard to develop something innovative. In 1983, the company released the
Nintendo Entertainment System (NES) which offered two player controllers and a built-in
microphone. Players found the new technology and colorful games exciting and fun,
leading to it becoming the best-selling console of the decade. Nintendo also launched
the handheld Gameboy for those who wanted to play games on the go. By this time, the
Nintendo name had come to symbolize gaming.
The 1990s and 2000s brought many changes to gaming technology and Nintendo
worked to remain on the forefront of the industry. Innovations such as the company’s
popular Wii console tracked players’ movements and offered fun sports and fitness
gaming. Later, Nintendo released portable and 3D gaming consoles. Nintendo faced
new challenges as smartphone apps rose in popularity. Its first smartphone game
struggled to succeed, but the company’s newest mobile games have grown very
popular. Meanwhile, Nintendo continues to release gaming consoles offering exciting,

surprising features and
entertaining games. For Nintendo,
the future offers an opportunity to
create more fun.

During Reading: Use these questions to
help students focus attention on the key ideas
and details in the text.
● Was your prediction about the number of years Nintendo

has been making games close?

● What is most surprising about Nintendo’s history?
● What are some specific challenges Nintendo had to overcome?

After Reading: Use these activities to support student
understanding.
● Read the adapt trait statement.
● Guide students to answer the question in the Explore the Trait component of the

Student Activity Book.

How has Nintendo applied the adapt trait to remain successful for over
130 years?

Explore the Trait Student Activity Book page 6

This activity provides an opportunity for students to explore the characteristics of the
critical thinking trait adapt.

Set the Stage
Introduce vocabulary terms for the critical thinking trait adapt.
● accomplish

● strategies

● actions

● tasks

● adjust

Complete the Activity
● Remind students that Nintendo added Disney characters to their playing cards to

increase popularity.

● Have students follow the directions in the Student Activity Book.
● Allow students to share their character cards with the large group.
● Ask students to explain how their characters exhibit the adapt trait.

Extend the Activity
● Have students share examples of how they have used the adapt trait in the past.
● Invite students to research other game manufacturers to learn how they have

adapted their products over time.

Adapt | Nintendo: Making Games for the Times
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Apply the Trait Student Activity Book page 7

These activities provide opportunities for students to complete a graphic organizer by
recording a task, three actions/strategies that could be used to accomplish the task, and
the pros and cons of each action/strategy. Teachers can choose to use an activity from a
preferred discipline or may choose another subject area for the activity.

ELA
Review types of poems and their characteristics. Ask students to record the following
task, then follow the directions in the Student Activity Book.
Task: Write a poem about a time you overcame a challenge. You may choose any
type of poem to complete the assignment.

Science
Review types of diagrams that show the flow of energy through living systems. Ask
students to record the following task, then follow the directions in the Student Activity
Book.
Task: Make a diagram that best shows the flow of energy through living systems.
You may choose any type of diagram, including an original diagram, to complete the
assignment.

Share the following information based on your preferred discipline. Ask students to
record the following task, then follow the directions in the Student Activity Book.
● Art: Review different media that can be used to produce art.
● Dance: Review a variety of dance genres and styles.
● Music: Review a variety of musical genres.
● Theatre: Review the importance of a safe setting in theatrical productions.

Art Task: Use art to design an advertisement for your favorite game. You may
choose any type of media to complete the assignment.
Dance/Music Task: Create a dance/song that expresses the emotions you feel
when playing a game. You may choose any genre to complete the assignment.
Theatre Task: Plan a theatrical production. Choose a play and explain how you will
ensure the safety of the actors and audience.

Health/P.E.
Share the following information based on your preferred discipline. Ask students to
record the following task, then follow the directions in the Student Activity Book.
● Health: Discuss the importance of avoiding risky behaviors.

Math
Review how simulations can be used to predict simple and compound events. Describe
how simulations can provide results using technology (e.g., random number generator)
or without technology (e.g., dice, spinner). Ask students to record the following task,
then follow the directions in the Student Activity Book.
Task: Ten students get to choose one of six rewards for good behavior. The teacher
needs to predict which reward each student will choose so she is able to prepare an
appropriate number of rewards. Which simulation should the teacher use to make a
prediction? You may choose any type of simulation to determine the best choice.

● P.E.: Discuss the importance of implementing positive self-management and social

skills during sports activities.

Health Task: Develop strategies for avoiding violence, gangs, weapons, or drugs.
P.E. Task: Develop strategies for accepting decisions made by game officials
including students, teachers, and officials outside the school.

Technology Applications
Explain how the use of technology often requires troubleshooting. Ask students to
record the following task, then follow the directions in the Student Activity Book.

Social Studies
Describe civic responsibilities. Ask students to record the following task, then follow the
directions in the Student Activity Book.
Task: Plan a presentation to share the importance of civic responsibilities. You may
choose any type of presentation.
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Task: Develop strategies for troubleshooting techniques for an electronic device.
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Check My Thinking Student Activity Book page 8

● Ask students to read each scenario and describe an action or strategy that might be

● After solving a math problem, have students determine if there are different methods

● With a partner or in small groups, have students share and discuss each scenario

● Challenge students to adapt a tune by changing the melody or the lyrics.

used to adapt to each scenario.

and possible actions or strategies.

Self-Assessment | Adapt Student Activity Book page 9

● Have students complete the self-assessment to analyze their understanding of the

critical thinking trait adapt.

● Instruct students to provide evidence to support their assessments.
● Evaluate student self-assessment responses, and plan additional instruction as

needed.

Goal Setting | Adapt Student Activity Book page 9

Use goal setting to teach and to model effective strategies for setting trait goals.
Allow students to practice setting goals and to explore different methods to meet
their personally meaningful goals. Goal setting does not end with writing a goal but
is a process through which students progress in order to attain the goal. The process
includes the following stages:

to solve the problem. Display alternate methods.

Revisit the Trait
Revisit the adapt trait throughout the school year. Useful times to revisit the trait include:
● A few months after the trait has been introduced
● After holiday breaks
● When students struggle to exhibit the adapt trait
● After attending a school event or presentation
● When a new student joins the class

Provide students with sticky notes. As students recognize themselves using the adapt
trait, allow them to describe how they demonstrated the trait and place the sticky notes
on an Adapt trait class poster.

● writing clear and personally targeted goals
● creating plans to reach personal goals
● reviewing personal goals on a regular basis
● reflecting on progress towards attaining personal goals
● revising plans to attain personal goals when needed
● celebrating milestones and accomplishing goals

Ask students to review their self-assessments. Discuss the importance of goal setting for
the adapt trait. Have students complete the goal-setting graphic organizer to improve
and monitor their use of the adapt trait. Allow students to share ideas with the large
group. Periodically, remind students to review adapt trait goals and measure their
progress toward attaining these goals.

Strengthen the Trait
● Allow students to play games, such as chess, that require adjusting strategies during

play.

● Pose situations in which students must think creatively to adapt, such as You want to

play soccer, but you have no soccer goal.

● Invite students to create a collage using photographs or magazine clippings that

demonstrate the adapt trait.

● Discuss how scientists revise their thinking as new scientific information is learned.

Have students provide examples of how they adapted ideas about science concepts
after learning new information.
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